M ary Be t h C r o ss
What Others Say
“What is so compelling about Mary Beth’s music to me is that it both educates and moves me. Her love and
understanding of the struggles of the people of whom this great country of ours was founded by creates
compelling stories. Mary Beth focuses not on the individuals that we commonly hear about in our middle
school history class but rather the members of society who were seen as less than human. For her to tell these
stories that so few have ever heard gives a voice to those who were born in a time when not everyone was
treated as equal. This reveals Mary Beth’s compassionate heart. When so many artists strive for their stories
and for their voices to be heard, Mary Beth focuses much of her creative energy painting a word picture for
those who could not.” -- Dave Bechtel, Producer/Collaborator
“Mary Beth Cross has a voice as pure as those Rocky Mountain streams we’ve all heard so much about.” -- hit
songwriter-author-playright Rand Bishop (“My List”/Toby Keith)
“Through the sweet purity of her voice, Mary Beth has captured the underlying, haunting story in ‘Babes in the
Wood’. I know Noel would be proud of this version.” -- Deirdre Keohane, Irish singer-songwriter and Noel Brazil’s
life partner
“If there was ever a ‘feel good’ album in the folk-Americana genre, this is it.” -- Dennis Scott, two-time Grammywinning producer and co-founder of The WannaBeatles
“Mary Beth has a cool version of “High Powered Love” and I really like her voice.” -- Tony Joe White, singer,
musician and songwriter for Tony Joe White Music
“In My Right Mind” showcases Mary Beth Cross’ pure vocals and offers just the right amount of country, soul,
and heart. The band is the perfect foil for her tunes and the entire project is a wonderful sonic showcase of
Americana music. I think you’ll enjoy it lots.” -- Mollie O’Brien, Denver Americana singer, performer and recording
artist
“In My Right Mind” is simply beautiful. Mary Beth is extraordinarily talented. Her work comes from her soul.” -Paul E. Keck Jr., MD, president and CEO of Linder Center of HOPE
“’Beyond Good and Evil’ is a wonderful collaboration of fine instrumentalists and Mary Beth’s vocals and
songwriting. It is a pleasure and joy to listen to.” -- Chris McKhool, producer, composer, violinist and fiddler for
Sultans of String
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“I was pleasantly surprised by the professionalism and sheer musicality that radiated from my speakers. She
has managed to get her very outgoing, winning personality infused into her selection of songs that keep you
listening to the CD all the way through with great joy!” -- Uwe Kruger, singer/guitarist/songwriter for The Kruger
Brothers

